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 .6 19.2 6.9 14.5 15.5 11.9 yamajet crossbow 11.4 3.4 2.1 1.2 5.2 3.3 We look at the resources that players have spent, and
decide to add some counters. A bear equipped with a blowpipe and a weapon trap is a little like a bear equipped with a

flamethrower and a landmine; the only thing that will kill it is a direct hit. We assign weapon traps to all bears, so that now they
are at least somewhat less likely to be taken down with a direct hit. We add a forest-watch tower to the bottom of the map, with

a tower gun, a crossbow and a landmine as its only defences. The forest-watch tower now makes a small but much-needed
difference to the average chances of ambush. The number of attacks to kill bear caribou in the bow is now three, instead of five,

giving a 50 per cent chance of success. The number of attacks to kill bear caribou in the warband is now nine, instead of 13.5,
giving a 75 per cent chance of success. The number of attacks to kill yamajet is three, instead of five, giving a 65 per cent

chance of success. These changes are an improvement in all cases. We may still have a counter that will let you get away with an
ambush in some situations, but if we remove it we gain a better chance of defeating the player by the most direct route. The

increase in the bear warband numbers also reduces the problem of a player being overwhelmed by numbers, since they are more
likely to get into trouble in forest cover. We then take the time to look at the player's counter choice carefully. We notice that
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the player has put up some towers. We adjust the various kinds of units accordingly. We decrease the attacks needed to kill a
small unit like a hunter's bow to two, so that the forest-watch tower has a chance to get an attack in. We increase the attacks

needed to kill a unit like a knight to four. This gives a single unit attack against the forest-watch tower a 94.2 per cent chance of
killing it, but leaves the forest-watch tower's one-shot attack against a knight a mere 16 per cent chance of killing it. We note

that there are only two attacks in the forest-watch tower's one-shot attack, and that the forest-watch 82157476af
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